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and Erik G. Larsson, Fellow, IEEE
Abstract—Cell-free Massive MIMO (multiple-input multiple-
output) refers to a distributed Massive MIMO system where
all the access points (APs) cooperate to coherently serve all
the user equipments (UEs), suppress inter-cell interference and
mitigate the multiuser interference. Recent works demonstrated
that, unlike co-located Massive MIMO, the channel hardening
is, in general, less pronounced in cell-free Massive MIMO, thus
there is much to benefit from estimating the downlink channel.
In this study, we investigate the gain introduced by the down-
link beamforming training, extending the previously proposed
analysis to non-orthogonal uplink and downlink pilots. Assuming
single-antenna APs, conjugate beamforming and independent
Rayleigh fading channel, we derive a closed-form expression for
the per-user achievable downlink rate that addresses channel
estimation errors and pilot contamination both at the AP and
UE side. The performance evaluation includes max-min fairness
power control, greedy pilot assignment methods, and a compar-
ison between achievable rates obtained from different capacity-
bounding techniques. Numerical results show that downlink
beamforming training, although increases pilot overhead and
introduces additional pilot contamination, improves significantly
the achievable downlink rate. Even for large number of APs, it
is not fully efficient for the UE relying on the statistical channel
state information for data decoding.
Index Terms—Cell-Free Massive MIMO, downlink training,
conjugate beamforming, max-min fairness power control, capac-
ity lower bound, achievable downlink rate, channel hardening.
I. INTRODUCTION
IN CELL-FREE Massive MIMO (multiple-input multiple-output) [2], [3] a very large number of geographically
distributed access points (APs) coherently1 serve a smaller
number of user equipments (UEs), in the same time-frequency
resources. The APs cooperate, by being connected to a central
processing unit (CPU). Each UE experiences no cell bound-
aries as it is surrounded by serving APs, hence the term cell-
free.
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1Coherent transmission requires accurate synchronization among the APs.
A possible implementation is described in [4].
By combining the benefits from the time-division duplex
(TDD) Massive MIMO concept, the distributed architecture
and the signal co-processing at multiple APs, cell-free Mas-
sive MIMO guarantees ubiquitous communications at higher
spectral efficiency thanks to the additional macro-diversity and
a greater ability to control the interference. Cell-free Massive
MIMO is the ultimate embodiment of concepts as network
MIMO [5], multi-cell MIMO cooperative network [6], coordi-
nated multi-point with joint transmission (CoMP-JT) [7], and
virtual MIMO [8].
In the canonical form of cell-free Massive MIMO, every
AP participates in the service of every UE. However, with
any reasonable power control policy, the result is that ef-
fectively, only the APs that are geographically close to a
given UE will participate in its service. The result is “user-
centric” transmission—a concept also known as “user-specific
dynamic clustering” from the MIMO cooperative networks
literature [9], [10] and CoMP [11].
Moreover, leveraging the channel reciprocity of TDD opera-
tion, precoding can be conveniently designed by using channel
estimates acquired via uplink pilots. Therefore the channel
estimation overhead is independent of the number of APs.
Since channel estimation and precoding can be performed
locally at each AP, cell-free Massive MIMO constitutes a
scalable way to implement the network MIMO concept.
In co-located Massive MIMO, the UEs do not need to
estimate the downlink channel as data decoding relying on
long-term statistical CSI at the UE is efficient [12], by virtue
of channel hardening. The term channel hardening is used to
describe a fading channel that behaves almost deterministi-
cally [13], that is, the instantaneous channel gain tends to its
mean value, after coherent combining. This phenomenon is
a direct consequence of the law of the large numbers, and
it is observed at the receiver when a signal is transmitted
by a large number of antennas over multiple independently
fading channels. Essentially, the channel fluctuations averaged
over the antennas, and their impact becomes smaller as more
antennas are added. Hence, despite the channel randomness,
the channel hardens because of the increased spatial diversity.
In light of that, the channel hardening phenomenon is cer-
tainly present in Massive MIMO systems. Although channel
hardening is not necessary for Massive MIMO to work, it is
beneficial for the following reasons: (i) it can alleviate the
need for downlink pilots [14], since UEs can reliably decode
data relying only on statistical CSI; (ii) it makes the standard
“use-and-forget” capacity lower bounds of [12] more tight;
(iii) it simplifies resource allocation, as this can be carried out
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on the large-scale fading time scale [15], and (iv) it improves
reliability, since the channel is nearly deterministic.
Conversely, in cell-free Massive MIMO with low and mod-
erate network density, the channel vectors depend only on
a small number of multipath components, as a given UE
observes only a few dominant contributions from its closest
APs. Hence, even though the number of APs is large, the
channel hardening phenomenon is less pronounced than in
cellular Massive MIMO. In preliminary work [1], we indirectly
concluded this by observing that cell-free Massive MIMO
benefits much more from using downlink pilots than co-
located Massive MIMO. Later, an investigation of the channel
hardening phenomenon in cell-free Massive MIMO using
a stochastic geometry approach was provided in [16]. Our
analysis in [1] was constrained to orthogonal uplink and
downlink pilots, and did not provide achievable downlink rate
expressions in closed form.
In this work, we consider a cell-free Massive MIMO system
with single-antenna APs, conjugate beamforming and down-
link beamforming training. The technical contributions are:
• We derive a closed-form expression for an (approximate)
achievable rate of the downlink channel with finite num-
ber of APs and UEs, independent Rayleigh fading, and
beamformed downlink pilots. This expression accounts
for estimation errors and pilot contamination both at the
AP and UE side. It is a generalization of the result in [1].
• We provide a tight upper bound on the achievable rate
and use this to formulate an optimization problem for
max-min fairness power control.
• We devise a sequential convex approximation (SCA)
algorithm to globally solve the power control optimization
problem, and show that very few iterations are needed
for the algorithm to converge. Moreover, since the con-
tribution from the downlink training is involved in the
problem formulation, the resulting rates are significantly
higher than the rates achieved by employing the power
control optimization given in [3]. This power control
policy requires global knowledge of the large-scale fad-
ing (statistical CSI) at the CPU and its computation is
performed at the large-scale (slow) fading time scale.
• We propose a greedy algorithm for uplink and downlink
pilot assignment. This extends the algorithm proposed
in [3] by jointly selecting the uplink and downlink pilot
pair, for each UE, that maximizes the smallest UE rate.
• We quantitatively compare the performance provided by
cell-free Massive MIMO with downlink training with the
case when the UEs only have access to statistical CSI, and
to the lower capacity bound for non-coherent detection
given in [17].
• We investigate the downlink training gain for different
pilot training durations, shadow fading models, and power
control policies.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We analyze a cell-free Massive MIMO system operating
in TDD mode. Let M be the number of APs that coherently
serve K active UEs, with M > K , in the same time-frequency
resources. Both APs and UEs are herein assumed to be
equipped with a single antenna. The APs are deployed in a
wide area without boundaries in a random or well-planned
fashion, while the UEs are uniformly randomly placed. A
fronthaul network connects all the APs with a CPU, which
is responsible for collection and distribution of payload data,
downlink power control and pilot assignment.
The precoding scheme we consider in this study is conjugate
beamforming, also known as maximum-ratio transmission.
Although it does not represent the optimal precoder, perform-
ing such linear processing offers low operational complexity
with inexpensive hardware components. In addition, unlike
zero-forcing, conjugate beamforming does not require channel
state information (CSI) sharing among APs and CPU, which
reduces the fronthaul network load. Therefore, CSI acquisition
and precoding can be carried out locally at each AP simply
by leveraging the channel reciprocity of a TDD system.
We consider a standard block-fading channel model which
incorporates both small-scale and large-scale fading. Let
gmk =
√
βmkhmk be the channel response between the
kth UE and the mth AP, where hmk represents the small-
scale fading, and βmk is the large-scale fading. The small-
scale fading coefficients {hmk} are independent identically
distributed (i.i.d.) random variables (RVs), hmk ∼ CN(0, 1),
for m = 1, . . . ,M, k = 1, . . . ,K . The large-scale fading
includes path-loss and shadowing, and the coefficients {βmk }
are constant over multiple coherence intervals. Hence, we
assume that {βmk } coefficients are estimated a priori and
known whenever required.
The TDD coherence interval is τc samples long, and consists
of four phases: (i) uplink training, (ii) uplink data transmission,
(iii) downlink training, and (iv) downlink data transmission.
Let τu,p, τd,p be the number of samples per coherence interval
spent for the transmission of uplink and downlink pilots,
respectively. We indicate with τu,d, τd,d the number of samples
per coherence interval spent on the transmission of uplink
and downlink data, respectively. The length of the coherence
interval is given by τc = τu,p + τu,d + τd,p + τd,d.
In the uplink training phase, all the UEs synchronously
send proper symbol sequences, referred to as pilots, to the
APs. These uplink pilots, known a-priori at both the ends
of the link, enable the APs to estimate the uplink channel
from different UEs. These estimates are used by the APs
both for uplink detection and, by leveraging the channel
reciprocity property, for downlink precoding. Downlink pilots
allow UEs to estimate its effective channel towards each AP.
Based on the downlink estimates, the UEs can reliably decode
downlink data. Since in this work we focus on the downlink
performance, the analysis on the uplink transmission phase is
omitted.
A. Uplink Training and Channel Estimation
During the uplink training, all the UEs synchronously send
their own pilot sequences to all the APs. Each AP needs to
estimate the channel once in every coherence interval.
Let
√
τu,pϕk ∈ Cτu,p be the pilot sequence sent by the kth
UE, k = 1, ..., K , where ‖ϕk ‖2 = 1. We assume that any two
4pilot sequences are either identical or mutually orthonormal,
that is
ϕHkϕk′ =
{
1, if ϕk = ϕk′ ,
0, otherwise.
(1)
The mth AP receives a τu,p × 1 vector, which is a linear
superposition of K pilots given by
yup,m =
√
τu,pρu,p
∑K
k=1
gmkϕk + wup,m, (2)
where ρu,p is the normalized transmit signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) of the uplink pilot symbol, and wup,m ∈ Cτu,p is the
additive noise. The elements of wup,m are i.i.d. CN(0, 1) RVs.
Channel estimation is carried out locally and autonomously
by each AP. More specifically, in order to estimate the channel
gmk , the mth AP processes the received pilot vector by
projecting it onto the known pilot sequence ϕH
k
, as follows
yˇup,mk = ϕ
H
k yup,m
=
√
τu,pρu,pgmk+
√
τu,pρu,p
K∑
k′,k
gmk′ϕ
H
kϕk′+w˜mk, (3)
where w˜mk , ϕ
H
k
wup,m ∼ CN(0, 1). The second term in (3)
represents the uplink pilot contamination effect. The uplink
pilot design in (1) ensures that yˇup,mk is a sufficient statistic,
and estimates based on yˇup,mk are optimal [3].
Given yˇup,mk , the mth AP performs linear minimum mean-
square error (MMSE) estimation of the channel gmk as follows
gˆmk =
E
{
yˇ
∗
up,mk
gmk
}
E
{ | yˇup,mk |2} yˇup,mk = cmk yˇup,mk, (4)
where
cmk ,
√
τu,pρu,pβmk
τu,pρu,p
∑K
k′=1 βmk′ |ϕHkϕk′ |2 + 1
. (5)
The channel estimation error is given by g˜mk , gmk − gˆmk .
By definition, gˆmk and g˜mk are uncorrelated, owing on the
linear MMSE properties [18]. Furthermore, the estimate and
estimation error are jointly Gaussian distributed, thus they are
statistically independent.
The mean-square of the estimated channel gˆmk is denoted
by γmk and given by
γmk , E
{ |gˆmk |2} = √τu,pρu,pβmkcmk . (6)
The channel estimate and the estimation error are distributed as
gˆmk ∼ CN(0, γmk) and g˜mk ∼ CN(0, βmk −γmk), respectively.
Remark 1: The variance of the estimated channel γmk
also measures the quality of the estimation process. In fact,
βmk ≥ γmk , with equality if the estimation is error-free.
B. Downlink Data Transmission
In the downlink data transmission phase, the APs use
the channel estimates to properly define the precoders. With
conjugate beamforming, the precoder consists of the conjugate
of the channel estimate. Therefore, the data signal transmitted
by the mth AP to all the UEs is
xm =
√
ρd
∑K
k=1
√
ηmk gˆ
∗
mkqk, (7)
where qk is the data symbol intended for the kth UE,
E
{ |qk2 |} = 1. The symbols {qk} have zero mean and unit
variance, and they are uncorrelated. The normalized transmit
SNR related to the data symbol is denoted by ρd. Lastly, ηmk ,
m = 1, ...,M, k = 1, ..., K , are the power control coefficients
satisfying the following average power constraint at each AP:
E
{ |xm |2} ≤ ρd. (8)
Substituting (7) into (8), the power constraint can be rewritten
as ∑K
k=1
ηmkγmk ≤ 1, ∀m. (9)
The kth UE receives a linear combination of the signals
transmitted by all the APs given by
rd,k =
∑M
m=1
gmk xm + wd,k
=
√
ρdakkqk︸      ︷︷      ︸
desired signal
+
√
ρd
∑K
k′,k
akk′qk′︸                  ︷︷                  ︸
inter-user interference
+ wd,k︸︷︷︸
noise
(10)
where
akk′ ,
∑M
m=1
√
ηmk′gmk gˆ
∗
mk′, k
′
= 1, ..., K, (11)
describes the effective channel gain. The noise at the receiver,
denoted by wd,k , is CN(0, 1). The kth UE must have a
sufficient knowledge of akk in order to reliably decode qk .
There are, at least, four approaches to decoding at the UE:
1) Rely on hardening, and assume that akk ≈ E {akk}.
This is the “canonical” approach in the Massive MIMO
literature [12]. This is non-preferred in cell-free Massive
MIMO because of the lack of hardening.
2) Use a blind algorithm to explicitly estimate akk . This
idea was developed for cellular Massive MIMO in [14].
Whether this idea could be extended to cell-free Massive
MIMO is an open question.
3) Perform non-coherent decoding, that does not rely on an
explicit estimate of akk . A capacity lower bound for this
scheme is given in [17], and shown in (48). However, a
practical decoding method is yet to be developed.
4) Use downlink pilots to explicitly estimate akk .
C. Downlink Training and Channel Estimation
In this study, we assume that the downlink pilots are
beamformed to the UEs by using conjugate beamforming,
as in [1]. A similar training scheme, but for conventional
Massive MIMO, was used in [19]. Such beamforming of
pilots is used in many systems in practice (e.g., demodulation
reference signals, DM-RS, in LTE [20]). This scheme has the
advantage to be scalable in that its channel estimation overhead
is independent of the number of APs, but rather scales with
the number of UEs. It is also a fully distributed scheme in
that precoding can be performed by each AP independently,
by using only local CSI.
Let
√
τd,pψk ∈ Cτd,p , k = 1, ..., K , be the downlink pilot
sequence intended for UE k, ‖ψk ‖2 = 1, and τd,p be the
downlink pilot length. Similar to the uplink case, we assume
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that any two downlink pilot sequences are either identical or
mutually orthonormal, that is
ψHk ψk′ =
{
1, if ψk = ψk′,
0, otherwise.
(12)
The τd,p × 1 downlink pilot vector transmitted by the mth AP
is given by
xm,p =
√
τd,pρd,p
K∑
k=1
√
ηmk gˆ
∗
mkψk, (13)
where ρd,p is the normalized transmit SNR related to the down-
link pilot symbol. The power each AP spends on downlink
pilots per coherence interval is
E
{xm,p2} = τd,pρd,pE 
 K∑
k=1
√
ηmk gˆ
∗
mkψk
2
= τd,pρd,p
K∑
k=1
ηmkγmk
+ τd,pρd,p
K∑
k=1
K∑
k′,k
√
ηmkηmk′ψ
H
k ψk′E
{
gˆmk gˆ
∗
mk′
}
. (14)
Due to uplink pilot contamination, E
{
gˆmk gˆ
∗
mk′
}
, 0 only if
ϕk′ = ϕk . Constraining the transmit power by imposing a
bound on (14) leads to a lengthy analytical expression that
considerably complicates the subsequent analysis. To address
this issue, we constrain the pilot assignment such that, for any
pair of UEs k and k ′, with k , k ′, it holds
ψHk ψk′ = 0, if ϕk′ = ϕk, (15)
that is, orthogonal downlink pilots are assigned to those UEs
that use identical uplink pilots. Under the constraint (15), the
second term in (14) is zero:
τd,pρd,p
K∑
k=1
K∑
k′,k
√
ηmkηmk′ψ
H
k ψk′E
{
gˆmk gˆ
∗
mk′
}
= 0. (16)
Consequently, constraining E
{xm,p2} ≤ τd,pρd,p is equiva-
lent to
∑K
k=1 ηmkγmk ≤ 1, which in turn has the same form as
the data power constraint (9). Note that the constraint on the
pilot assignment in (15) is imposed here only for analytical
convenience. While this constraint does limit the freedom in
the pilot assignment, as will be discussed in Section IV-B,
this limitation is not significant in cases of practical interest.
In Section IV-B, we describe a joint uplink and downlink pilot
assignment that satisfies (15).
The corresponding τd,p × 1 downlink pilot vector received
by the kth UE is given by
ydp,k =
√
τd,pρd,p
K∑
k′=1
akk′ψk′ + wdp,k, (17)
where wdp,k is a receiver noise vector, whose elements are
i.i.d. CN(0, 1) RVs.
In order to estimate the effective downlink channel akk ,
the kth UE processes the received downlink pilot vector by
projecting it onto the known downlink pilot sequences ψH
k
as
follows
yˇdp,k =ψ
H
k ydp,k
=
√
τd,pρd,pakk+
√
τd,pρd,p
K∑
k′,k
akk′ψ
H
k ψk′+np,k, (18)
where np,k , ψ
H
k
wdp,k ∼ CN(0, 1). The second term in (18)
represents the downlink pilot contamination effect. The down-
link pilot design in (12) ensures that yˇdp,k is a sufficient
statistic, and estimates based on yˇdp,k are optimal.
Given yˇdp,k , kth UE performs the linear MMSE estimation
of akk as, according to [18],
aˆkk = E {akk} +
Cov
{
akk, yˇdp,k
}
Cov
{
yˇdp,k, yˇdp,k
} (yˇdp,k − E {yˇdp,k}). (19)
Proposition 1: The linear MMSE estimate of the effective
downlink channel gain at the kth UE, denoted by aˆkk , under
independent Rayleigh fading channel and conjugate beam-
forming precoding scheme, is given by (19) where
E {akk} =
∑M
m=1
√
ηmkγmk, (20)
Cov
{
akk, yˇdp,k
}
=
√
τd,pρd,p
∑M
m=1
ηmkγmk βmk, (21)
Cov
{
yˇdp,k, yˇdp,k
}
=1+τd,pρd,p
M∑
m=1
K∑
k′=1
ηmk′γmk′βmk |ψHk ψk′ |2,
(22)
and
E
{
yˇdp,k
}
=
√
τd,pρd,p
∑M
m=1
√
ηmkγmk . (23)
Proof: See Appendix A.
Remark 2: Consider the special case in which all pilot
sequences are orthogonal; then the channel estimate in (19)
is identical to the one defined in [1].
The channel estimation error a˜kk is given by a˜kk = akk − aˆkk .
The channel estimate and the estimation error are uncorrelated,
but not independent.
III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
A. Approximate Achievable Downlink Rate
By following the same methodology as in [1], we propose
a closed-form expression for an approximate achievable rate
that takes into account the channel estimation errors and the
pilot contamination both at the AP and UE side.
A downlink achievable rate, in case of imperfect CSI at
the receiver, can be obtained by using the capacity-bounding
technique for fading channel with non-Gaussian noise and side
information as in [12, Sec. 2.3.5] and [21]. Specifically, the
received signal at UE k, expressed in (10), can be written as
rd,k =
√
ρd akkqk + w˜d,k, (24)
where w˜d,k ,
√
ρd
∑K
k′,k akk′qk′ + wd,k is the effective non-
Gaussian noise. We assume that qk′ has zero mean and is
independent of akk′, for all k and k
′. Then we have
E
{
w˜d,k
 aˆkk}=E {q∗k w˜d,k  aˆkk}=E {a∗kkq∗kw˜d,k  aˆkk}=0.
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Fig. 1. The Gaussian and the empirical pdfs of akk and akk′ , ∀k′,k. Here,
M =100, K =2 and τu,p=1. The {βmk } coefficients are modeled as in [3].
The corresponding achievable rate is [12, Sec. 2.3.5]
Rk ≥E
log2
©­­­­«
1+
ρd
E {akk  aˆkk}2
ρd
K∑
k′=1
E
{|akk′ |2  aˆkk}−ρd E {akk  aˆkk}2+1
ª®®®®¬
 ,
(25)
where the outer expectation is taken with respect to the down-
link channel estimate aˆkk . By applying the Crame´r central
limit theorem2, we have
akk′=
∑M
m=1
√
ηmk′gmk gˆ
∗
mk′
d−→CN
(
ϕHkϕk′
∑M
m=1
√
ηmk′γmk′
βmk
βmk′
, ςkk′
)
,
as M →∞, k ′ , k, (26)
akk =
∑M
m=1
√
ηmkgmk gˆ
∗
mk
d−→CN
(∑M
m=1
√
ηmkγmk, ςkk
)
, as M →∞, (27)
where ςkk′ ,
∑M
m=1 ηmk′βmkγmk′ is the variance of the
effective downlink channel, and
d−→ denotes convergence in dis-
tribution. Since we are considering cell-free Massive MIMO,
where M is large, akk′ and akk can be approximated by
Gaussian RVs distributed as the right-hand side of (26) and
(27), respectively. These approximations (26) and (27) are
corroborated by the numerical results shown in Fig. 1. We
observe that the empirical probability density functions (pdfs)
of the effective downlink channel gain, assuming M = 100,
almost overlap the pdfs of the corresponding Gaussian RVs.
Hence, the effective downlink channel gains can be safely
2Crame´r central limit theorem [22]: Let X1, X2, ..., Xn be independent
circularly symmetric complex RVs. Assume that Xi has zero mean and
variance σ2
i
. If s2n =
∑
n
i=1 σ
2
i
→ ∞ and σi/sn → 0, as n → ∞,
then
∑
n
i=1
Xi
sn
d−→ CN(0, 1), as n → ∞. Given AP m, gˆmk′ is function
of gmi , i = 1, . . . , K , and of the noise w˜mk′; see (4). If we define
gˆmk′ = f (gmi, w˜mk′), then gmk f (gmi, w˜mk′) and gnk f (gni, w˜nk′),
∀n , m, are independent because gmi and gni are independent by
assumption ∀n , m, so are w˜mk′ and w˜nk′ .
considered as Gaussian RVs, even for finite and relatively
small M.
Remark 3: According to (27) and Fig. 1, the expected phase
of akk is close to zero. Hence, the use of constant envelope
modulation schemes (e.g., PSK) would make the estimation of
akk unnecessary. However, amplitude information will be re-
quired in practice, for example, in order to properly normalize
log-likelihood ratios fed to the channel decoder. Hence, unless
fully non-coherent decoding could be performed, estimates of
akk are desirable.
The approximations (26) and (27) allow us to reduce the
capacity lower bounds in (25) to the following approximate
achievable downlink rate3
Rk ≈E
log2
©­­­­«
1+
ρd |aˆkk |2
ρdE
{ |a˜kk |2}+ρd K∑
k′,k
E
{ |akk′ |2  aˆkk}+1
ª®®®®¬
 .
(28)
Expression (28), although easier to compute than (25), is
still tricky due to the presence of the conditional expectation
and, more importantly, is not in closed form. Closed-form
achievable rate expressions are desirable when working with
system optimization, power control and resource allocation.
Driven by these reasons, we further approximate (28) by using
the fact that
E
{
log2
(
1 +
X
Y
)}
≈ log2
(
1 +
E {X}
E {Y }
)
, (29)
if X and Y are both sums of nonnegative RVs. This approxi-
mation does not require X and Y to be independent [23], and it
becomes more and more accurate as the numbers of RVs in the
sums that define X and Y increase. By applying (29) to (28),
we obtain the following approximation for the achievable
downlink rate:
Rk ≈ Rcfk = log2
©­­­­«
1+
ρdE
{ |aˆkk |2}
ρdE
{ |a˜kk |2}+ρd K∑
k′,k
E
{ |akk′ |2}+1
ª®®®®¬
.
(30)
Proposition 2: A closed-form expression for an approximate
achievable downlink rate of the transmission from the APs
to the kth UE in a cell-free Massive MIMO system with
conjugate beamforming, non-orthogonal uplink and downlink
pilots4, for any finite M and K , is given by (31) at the top of
the next page, where κk = Var {aˆkk}, that is
κk =
τd,pρd,p
(∑M
m=1 ηmkγmk βmk
)2
1 + τd,pρd,p
∑M
m=1
∑K
k′=1 ηmk′γmk′βmk |ψHk ψk′ |2
=
τd,pρd,pς
2
kk
1 + τd,pρd,p
∑K
k′=1 ςkk′ |ψHk ψk′ |2
. (32)
Proof: See Appendix B.
3We stress that, although (28) is a very good approximation, this expression
is not rigorously correct capacity lower bound, as {akk′ } ∀k are non-Gaussian
in general.
4The achievable rate expression under the assumption of mutually orthog-
onal uplink and downlink pilots, namely τu,p = τd,p = K , was given in [1].
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Rcfk = log2
©­­­­­­«
1+
ρd
(∑M
m=1
√
ηmkγmk
)2
+ ρdκk
ρd(ςkk − κk) + ρd
K∑
k′,k
[
ςkk′ +
ϕH
k′ϕk
2 ( M∑
m=1
√
ηmk′γmk′
βmk
βmk′
)2]
+ 1
ª®®®®®®¬
. (31)
The numerator of the effective SINR (signal-to-interference-
plus-noise ratio) is called coherent beamforming gain and
reflects the power of the desired signal. The first term in the
denominator represents the variance of the downlink channel
estimation error. Clearly, the better the MMSE estimate is, the
smaller the variance of the estimation error is. The term κk is
the variance of the downlink channel estimate, which includes
the effects of the downlink pilot contamination. It represents
the downlink counterpart of the term γmk . The second term
includes inter-user interference and uplink pilot contamination
effect. The third term in the denominator is the variance of the
normalized noise.
Although (31) represents a further approximation, its impor-
tance is twofold: (i) being in closed form, it allows the for-
mulation of power control policies that optimize the downlink
rate for given channel statistics. Hence, optimal power control
can be performed on the large-scale fading time scale; (ii) it
gives relevant insights when compared to the expression of
the achievable downlink rate in absence of downlink training,
given in [3].
B. Use-and-Forget Achievable Downlink Rate
The use-and-forget capacity-bounding technique [12] allows
us to obtain simpler, alternative closed-form expression for the
achievable rate. By dividing the received data signal at UE k,
given in (10), by
√
ρdaˆkk , and adding and subtracting the term
E
{
akk
aˆkk
}
qk , we obtain
r ′d,k ,
rd,k√
ρd aˆkk
= E
{
akk
aˆkk
}
qk+
(
akk
aˆkk
−E
{
akk
aˆkk
})
qk
+
K∑
k′,k
akk′
aˆkk
qk′+
wd,k√
ρdaˆkk
. (33)
Then, using the technique in [12, Sec. 2.3.4] we obtain the
following achievable downlink rate expression for the kth UE:
RUnFk = log2
©­­­­«
1+
E { akkaˆkk }2
Var
{
akk
aˆkk
}
+
K∑
k′,k
E
{ akk′aˆkk 2} + 1ρd E { 1|aˆkk |2 }
ª®®®®¬
.
(34)
Remark 4: The use-and-forget bound gives a rigorous lower
bound on capacity regardless of the amount of channel harden-
ing. However, it is tight only when there is significant channel
hardening [12], [14], [17]. (If the channel gain aˆkk hardens
then E
{
akk
 aˆkk} is well approximated by E {akk}.) Hence,
the bound in (34) gives a pessimistic estimate of the achievable
downlink rate when channel hardening does not occur, and we
expect the bound in (31) to give us a larger achievable rate.
C. Downlink Pilots, or No Downlink Pilots, that is the Ques-
tion
The achievable downlink rate assuming that UE k has only
access to the statistical CSI, hence denoted as RsCSI
k
, is given
by [3] and shown in (35) at the top of the next page. The
first term in the denominator of the effective SINR represents
the so-called beamforming gain uncertainty and comes from
the users’ lack of the CSI knowledge. The beamforming gain
uncertainty, equal to the variance of the effective downlink
channel, also gives an alternative measure of the channel
hardening as the more the channel hardens, the smaller this
term is.
We observe that (31) and (35) only differ by the term κk
which appears both in the numerator and denominator of the
effective SINR but with different sign. The term κk , defined
in (32), conveys the contribution from the downlink training.
It also captures all the dependencies from the downlink pilot
sequences, i.e., downlink pilot contamination terms. Being the
variance of the downlink channel estimate, κk is non-negative.
Indeed, it can be also seen as a scaled version of the Pearson
correlation coefficient between akk and yˇdp,k :
ρakk ,yˇdp,k ,
Cov
{
akk, yˇdp,k
}√
Var {akk}Var
{
yˇdp,k
}
=⇒ κk = Var {akk} |ρakk ,yˇdp,k |2. (36)
By definition, ρakk yˇdp,k has a value between -1 and 1, thus
|ρakk yˇdp,k |2 ≤ 1, with equality if total positive linear correla-
tion. It follows that κk ≤ Var {akk}, ∀k.
By using this inequality, a further upper bound on the
achievable downlink rate is given by (37) at the top of the
next page. Comparing expressions (31) and (35), we note that
the benefits introduced by the downlink training correspond
to a coherent beamforming gain improved by an additive term
κk , at most equal to the variance of the effective downlink
channel, and a beamforming gain uncertainty replaced by a
smaller term representing the variance of the downlink channel
estimation error.
Remark 5: If we assume mutually orthogonal downlink
pilots, that is τd,p = K , then
κk =
τd,pρd,pς
2
kk
τd,pρd,pςkk + 1
→ ςkk, if τd,pρd,pςkk ≫ 1. (38)
Generalizing, the variance of the downlink channel estimate,
κk , tends to the variance of the effective downlink channel,
ςkk , if the downlink training length or the power spent on
downlink pilots is sufficiently large to overcome the downlink
pilot contamination and to guarantee an excellent quality of
the channel estimation. In this case, (37) approaches (31).
8RsCSIk = log2
©­­­­­­«
1+
ρd
(∑M
m=1
√
ηmkγmk
)2
ρdςkk + ρd
K∑
k′,k
[
ςkk′ +
ϕH
k′ϕk
2 ( M∑
m=1
√
ηmk′γmk′
βmk
βmk′
)2]
+ 1
ª®®®®®®¬
. (35)
Rcfk ≤ Rubk , log2
©­­­­«
1+
ρd
(∑M
m=1
√
ηmkγmk
)2
+ ρdςkk
ρd
K∑
k′,k
ςkk′ + ρd
K∑
k′,k
ϕH
k′ϕk
2 ( M∑
m=1
√
ηmk′γmk′
βmk
βmk′
)2
+ 1
ª®®®®¬
. (37)
Importantly, if the channel seen by UE k significantly
hardens then ςkk → 0 as well as κk → 0, and all the capacity
lower bounds presented in this section collapse to only one
expression, (35), which would represent a very good estimate
of the actual achievable downlink rate.
IV. RESOURCE ALLOCATION
A. Max-Min Fairness Power Control
Max-min fairness power control (MMF-PC) enables uni-
formly good service throughout the network. Specifically, the
downlink power is allocated to maximize the minimum achiev-
able downlink rate in the system. Such an egalitarian policy
penalizes UEs with excellent channel condition, especially
when “poor” UEs are present.
We rely on the closed-form expression (31) to formulate the
MMF-PC optimization problem. Maximizing the minimum Rcf
k
is equivalent to maximize the lowest SINRcf
k
in the network.
For the sake of brevity, let us define
υkk′ ,
ϕHk′ϕk 2 ( M∑
m=1
√
ηmk′γmk′
βmk
βmk′
)2
.
The MMF-PC optimization problem, under per-AP power
constraints, is given by
max
{ηmk }
min
k
ρd
(∑M
m=1
√
ηmkγmk
)2
+ ρdκk
ρd
K∑
k′=1
ςkk′ − ρdκk + ρd
K∑
k′,k
υkk′ + 1
(39a)
s.t.
∑K
k=1
ηmkγmk ≤ 1, ∀m, (39b)
ηmk ≥ 0, ∀k, ∀m. (39c)
Problem (39) is nonconvex since (39a) is neither convex
nor concave with respect to {ηmk}. The term κk has a big
impact on the tractability of the problem. If κk = 0, (39a)
becomes the downlink SINR expression without downlink
training, and the corresponding optimization problem admits
global optimal solutions that can be computed by a sequence
of second-order cone programs (SOCPs) [3]. However, this
optimization does not take into account the contribution from
the downlink training. Our idea is to reformulate problem (39)
as an SOCP by approximating (39a), while preserving the
downlink training gain. First, we use (37) to approximate the
problem as
max
{ηmk }
min
k
ρd
(
M∑
m=1
√
ηmkγmk
)2
+ ρdςkk
ρd
K∑
k′=1
ςkk′−ρdςkk+ρd
K∑
k′,k
υkk′+1
(40a)
s.t. (39b), (39c). (40b)
Secondly, similar to [3], we define ζmk ,
√
ηmk , and introduce
slack variables ϑm and ̺k′k to reshape the problem as in (41) at
the top of the next page. Problems (40) and (41) are equivalent
as the first and second constraints hold with equality at the
optimum. The equivalent epigraph formulation of (41) is
max
{ζmk ,̺k′k ,ϑm },ν
ν (42a)
s.t. ν · ‖vk ‖2 ≤
(∑M
m=1
γmkζmk
)2
+ (1 + ν)
∑M
m=1
βmkγmkζ
2
mk, ∀k, (42b)
(41b), (41c), (41d), (41e). (42c)
where vk ,
[
v
T
k1
I−k vTk2
1√
ρd
]T
, I−k ∈ CK×(K−1) is IK with
kth column removed, vk1 ,
[
ϕH
1
ϕk ̺1k · · · ϕHKϕk ̺Kk
]T
, and
vk2 ,
[√
β1kϑ1 · · ·
√
βMkϑM
]T
. The SINR constraint (42b),
is still neither convex nor concave with respect to ζmk . To over-
come such non-convexity, we use sequential convex approxi-
mation (SCA). Let us define the following vectors associated
to UE k: γk = [γ1k · · · γMk]T, γ¯k = [√γ1k · · · √γMk]T,
βk = [β1k · · · βMk]T, β¯k = [
√
β1k · · ·
√
βMk]T, and
ζk = [ζ1k · · · ζMk]T. We rewrite the right-hand side of (42b)
as f (ζk) ,
(
γT
k
ζk
)2
+(1+ν)
γ¯k ◦ β¯k ◦ ζk2. We form a convex
approximation fˆ of f by using a first-order Taylor expansion.
Let ζn
mk
be the value of ζmk at the nth iteration of the SCA
algorithm, and ζn
k
= [ζn
1k
· · · ζn
Mk
]T be the corresponding
vector associated to UE k, fˆ is given by
fˆ (ζk ; ζnk ) = f (ζnk ) + (ζk − ζnk )T∇ f (ζnk )
= (1 + ν)
γ¯k ◦ β¯k ◦ ζnk 2 + 2ζTk γkγTk ζnk − γTk ζnk 2
+ 2(1 + ν)(ζk − ζnk )T(γk ◦ βk ◦ ζnk ).
The SINR constraint (42b) can be rewritten as
ν · ‖vk ‖2 ≤ fˆ (ζk ; ζnk )
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max
{ζmk ,̺k′k ,ϑm }
min
k
(∑M
m=1 γmkζmk
)2
+
∑M
m=1 βmkγmkζ
2
mk
M∑
m=1
βmkϑ
2
m −
M∑
m=1
βmkγmkζ
2
mk
+
K∑
k′,k
ϕH
k′ϕk
2 ̺2
k′k +
1
ρd
(41a)
s.t.
∑K
k′=1
γmk′ζ
2
mk′ ≤ ϑ2m, ∀m, (41b)∑M
m=1
γmk′
βmk
βmk′
ζmk′ ≤ ̺k′k, ∀k ′ , k, (41c)
0 ≤ ϑm ≤ 1, ∀m, (41d)
ζmk ≥ 0, ∀m, ∀k. (41e)
and, equivalently, as
‖v¯k ‖2≤
(
1 +
1
ν
) (γ¯k ◦β¯k◦ζnk 2+ 21 + ν ζTk γkγTk ζnk
+2(ζk−ζnk )T(γk◦βk◦ζnk )
)
, (43)
where we defined v¯k ,
[
v
T
k1
I−k vTk2
1√
ν
γT
k
ζn
k
1√
pd
]T
.
Expression (43) describes a hyperbolic constraint and rep-
resents a class of convex problems that can be cast as
SOCPs [24], by using
‖Ax+b‖2 ≤ t(cTx+d)
c
T
x + d ≥ 0
t ≥ 0
⇐⇒
[ 2(Ax+b)cTx+ d−t] ≤ cTx+d+t. (44)
Letting x = ζk , by comparing (43) and (44), we obtain that
Ax+ b = v¯k , t = 1+
1
ν
, and cTx+d , sk =
2
1+ν
(ζn
k
)TγkγTk ζk+γ¯k ◦β¯k◦ζnk 2 + 2(ζk − ζnk )T(γk ◦ βk ◦ ζnk ). This gives the
following optimization problem
max
{ζmk ,̺k′k ,ϑm },ν
ν (45a)
s.t.
[2vTk1I−k 2vTk2 2√νγTk ζnk 2√pd sk− (1+ 1ν )]T
≤ sk+1+1/ν, ∀k, (45b)
sk ≥ 0, ∀k, (45c)
(41b), (41c), (41d), (41e). (45d)
If ν is fixed, problem (45) is a convex program, and the
optimal solution can be efficiently computed by using interior-
point methods, for example with the toolbox CVX [25].
Letting ν vary over an SINR search range {νmin, νmax}, the
optimal solution can be efficiently computed by using the
bisection method [26], in each step solving the following
convex feasibility problem, for a fixed value of ν,
find {ζk }, {̺k}, {ϑm}
s.t. (45b), (45c), (45d).
(46)
where ̺k = [̺1k · · · ̺Kk]I−k . The SCA algorithm to solve (42)
is described in Algorithm 1.
The optimal power control coefficients, output of Algo-
rithm 1, are then inserted into (31) to evaluate the actual sys-
tem performance. Clearly, these coefficients are sub-optimal
for (39).
Algorithm 1 SCA algorithm for Max-Min Power Control
Result: Solve optimization in (40).
Input: Initial power control coefficient vector ζ0
k
, initial SINR upper
bound νmax, νmin = 0, line-search accuracy ǫ , maximum number of
iteration NI, n = 0.
1: while n < NI do
2: while νmax − νmin > ǫ do
3: Set ν = (νmax + νmin)/2;
4: Solve (46); Input: ζn
k
.
5: if (46) is feasible for ν, ∀k then
6: Set νmin = ν; Set ζ
∗
k
as the solution to (46).
7: else
8: Set νmax = ν;
9: end if
10: end while
11: Set n = n + 1; Set ζn
k
= ζ∗
k
;
12: end while
Output: ζn
k
.
B. Pilot Sequence Assignment
The CPU is responsible, among others, to establish the
uplink/downlink training time length, to assign the pilot se-
quences to the UEs and inform the APs about this mapping.
When pilot reuse is adopted, pilot assignment strategies be-
come relevant to mitigate the pilot contamination and improve
system performance.
Unlike the simple random pilot assignment method, ad-
vanced pilot assignment policies usually require CSI to esti-
mate and optimize a QoS-based objective function. To reduce
this increase of signaling overhead over the fronthaul network,
pilot assignment can be designed to depend only on the long-
term channel statistics. Hence, downlink power control and
pilot assignment can be performed jointly on a slow time scale,
i.e., over multiple coherence intervals. Importantly, they can be
also combined since the downlink pilot transmission is power
controlled.
Before investigating advanced pilot assignment strategies,
we first describe a method that satisfies the constraint in (15),
referred to as baseline joint uplink (UL) and downlink (DL)
pilot assignment. The CPU assigns mutually orthogonal down-
link pilots to the UEs using the same uplink pilots. Let
U = {1, . . . , τu,p} and D = {1, . . . , τd,p} be the set of
indices of the uplink and downlink pilots, respectively. The
set of all ordered pairs of uplink and downlink pilot in-
10
Algorithm 2 Baseline joint UL and DL pilot assignment
Result: UL and DL pilot sequence assignment for all the users
Input: U,D,K , UL pilot book Pu , DL pilot book Pd .
1: if |U| · |D| ≥ K then
2: T = U ×D;
3: for k = 1 : K do
4: Set r ∈ Z ∩ [1, |T |]; // r is drawn at random
// the r-th element of T is a pair of pilot indices
5: Set (i, j) = [T ]r ;
6: Set (ϕk,ψk ) = ([Pu]i, [Pd]j );
7: Set [T ]r = [ ]; // remove element r from T
8: end for
9: end if
Output: {ϕk ,ψk }, ∀k.
dices is given by the Cartesian product U × D. Each pair
represents a possible choice of uplink and downlink pilots
that satisfies (15). The number of available pairs is equal
to |U × D| = |U| · |D| = τu,pτd,p. Hence, the training
lengths must be set to ensure that τu,pτd,p ≥ K . Notice that,
τu,p, τd,p are upper bounded by the length of the coherence
interval τc, thus if K is too large (compared to τc), setting
τu,p, τd,p accordingly might not be efficient, or even possible.
However, in practical cases of interest K ≪ τc. Importantly,
the set U × D can be computed off-line by the CPU, once
τu,p and τd,p are determined. The baseline joint uplink and
downlink pilot assignment strategy, described in Algorithm 2,
consists in randomly assigning a pair of uplink and downlink
pilots from the product set U × D to all the UEs, assuming
that τu,pτd,p ≥ K . If K > τu,pτd,p, then K − τu,pτd,p UEs are
scheduled in the next coherent interval.
Finding the optimal pair of uplink and downlink pilot
sequences is a difficult combinatorial problem. Here we only
focus on greedy algorithms that simplify the computation
while introducing a significant performance gain. We propose
two pilot assignment methods:
• Greedy (Algorithm 3): Uplink and downlink pilots are
initially assigned by performing Algorithm 2. Then, they
are jointly selected to minimize the pilot contamina-
tion of the UE with the lowest downlink rate. More
specifically, given the UE kˆ with lowest rate, the utility
function corresponds to the sum between the mean-square
of the downlink pilot contamination term in (18), and
the mean-square of the uplink pilot contamination term
in (3), summed over all APs. A similar method has
been proposed in [3] for the uplink pilot selection. Here,
it is extended to the downlink pilot selection as well.
Moreover, the choice of the uplink and downlink pilot
pairs is constrained to be within the set U × D. If
the optimal pair of pilots for the worst UE had been
assigned to another UE at a first stage, then the CPU
swaps the pilot assignments of those two UEs. The final
if/else statement in Algorithm 3 ensures convergence: the
final minimum rate produced by Algorithm 3 is larger
than or equal to the initial minimum rate produced by
Algorithm 2.
• Advanced Greedy (Algorithm 4): It only differs from the
greedy approach for the utility function set to the highest
Algorithm 3 Greedy algorithm for UL and DL pilot assign-
ment
Result: UL and DL pilot sequence assignment for all the users
Input: T = U×D, UL pilot book Pu , DL pilot book Pd , {ϕ0
k
,ψ0
k
}
as output of Algorithm 2. Number of iterations NI, n = 0.
Utility function:
f (k,{ϕk,ψk})=
M∑
m=1
K∑
k′,k
(
βmk′
ϕH
k
ϕk′
2+ηmk′βmkγmk′ ψHk ψk′ 2) .
1: while n < NI do
2: Set n = n + 1; Set {ϕn
k
,ψn
k
} = {ϕn−1
k
,ψn−1
k
};
3: Set kˆn = argmin
k
Rcf
k
({ϕn
k
,ψn
k
});
4: for t = 1 : |T | do
5: Set {ϕ˜n
k
, ψ˜n
k
} = {ϕn
k
,ψn
k
} // temporary assignment
// the t-th element of T is a unique pair of pilot indices
6: Set (i, j) = [T ]t ;
// find the UE that uses the pilot pair (i, j)
7: Set k∗ = find
k
(
(ϕ˜n
k
, ψ˜n
k
) == ([Pu]i, [Pd]j )
)
;
// swap the pilot assignments if the pair (i, j) is used
8: if k∗ , ∅ then Set (ϕ˜n
k∗, ψ˜
n
k∗ ) = (ϕ˜nkˆn , ψ˜
n
kˆn
);
9: Set (ϕ˜n
kˆn
, ψ˜n
kˆn
) = ([Pu]i, [Pd]j );
10: Set fˆi, j = f (kˆn, {ϕ˜nk, ψ˜nk });
11: end for
12: Set (i∗, j∗) = argmin
i, j
fˆi, j ;
13: Set k∗ = find
k
(
(ϕn
k
,ψn
k
) == ([Pu]i∗, [Pd]j∗ )
)
;
14: if k∗ , ∅ then Set (ϕn
k∗,ψ
n
k∗ ) = (ϕnkˆn ,ψ
n
kˆn
);
15: Set (ϕn
kˆn
,ψn
kˆn
) = ([Pu]i∗, [Pd]j∗ );
16: end while
Output:
{{ϕn
k
,ψn
k
}, if min
k
Rcf
k
({ϕn
k
,ψn
k
}) ≥ min
k
Rcf
k
({ϕ0
k
,ψ0
k
}),
{ϕ0
k
,ψ0
k
}, otherwise.
Algorithm 4 Advanced greedy algorithm for UL and DL pilot
assignment
Result: UL and DL pilot sequence assignment for all the users
Input: T = U×D, UL pilot book Pu , DL pilot book Pd , {ϕ0
k
,ψ0
k
}
as output of Algorithm 2. Number of iterations NI, n = 0.
Utility function: f (k, {ϕk,ψk }) = −min
k
Rcf
k
({ϕk,ψk }).
1: call Algorithm 3
Output: {ϕn
k
,ψn
k
}.
minimum downlink rate among the UEs. Convergence of
Algorithm 4 is ensured by the fact that at each iteration n,
the pilot pair of the worst-rate UE is selected to maximize
the minimum rate among all the UEs (after swapping).
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this section, we numerically evaluate the performance of
cell-free Massive MIMO with downlink beamforming training,
in terms of per-user downlink net rate (bits/s/Hz), defined as
R¯k = ξ
DL
(
1 − τo
τc
)
Rk, (47)
where ξDL is the fraction of data symbols that are used
for downlink payload transmission. τo is the pilot overhead:
τo = τu,p + τd,d if downlink training is performed; τo = τu,p
otherwise.
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A. Simulation Scenario
We assume that the M APs and the K UEs are uniformly
distributed at random, within a square of size D × D km2.
A wrap-around technique is then implemented in order to
simulate a cell-free network, eliminating border effects. The
large-scale fading consists in three slope path-loss model and
log-normal shadow fading. For the sake of brevity, we do not
describe this model in detail, but we refer to [3]. We also
adopt the same simulation settings as in [3]. Unless otherwise
stated, we consider: D = 1 km; carrier frequency 2 GHz;
τc = 200; ξ
DL
= 0.5; bandwidth 20 MHz; noise figure 9 dB;
maximum radiated power 200 mW and 100 mW for downlink
and uplink, respectively. In all examples, we take K ≪ τc
and τu,pτd,p ≥ K . Hence, Algorithm 2 can be performed, and
the decrease of freedom when assigning the pilot sequences,
imposed by (15), does not represent a serious issue.
B. Pilot Allocation
The uplink and downlink training duration can be conve-
niently adapted in order to maximize the system performance.
For instance, the CPU can perform a search over all possible
pilot lengths to maximize a utility such as max-min rate,
average rate or sum rate. This method is optimal but the
complexity grows exponentially with the number of UEs.
Fig. 2 shows the achievable downlink (gross and net) rate for
different uplink and downlink pilot sequence lengths, assuming
M = 200, K = 40. Pilot sequences are assigned according
to Algorithm 2, and it holds τu,pτd,p ≥ K . The rates are
averaged over several random realizations of APs, UEs and
shadowing. In these simulations, we assume that the CPU
estimates the rates by using the closed-form expression given
in (31). Furthermore, the power control coefficients at the mth
AP are set as ηmk =
(∑K
k′=1 γmk′
)−1
∀k, to satisfy (9) with
equality. Clearly, this policy, herein referred to as channel-
dependent full power transmission (CD-FPT), is not optimal
but it can be performed distributedly, and it speeds up the
computation, since no optimization problem is involved.
In Fig. 2(a), we analyze the per-user average (gross) down-
link rate, defined as 1
K
ξDL
∑K
k=1 R
cf
k
. Clearly, the quality of
the channel estimation is directly proportional to the training
duration. In addition, the longer the pilot sequence is, the
larger the number of mutually orthogonal pilots we can afford,
reducing the pilot contamination. However, pilot overhead has
a big impact on the actual rate provided to the UEs, especially
when the ratio τc/τo is small, as shown in Fig. 2(b). Indeed,
we observe that the downlink net rate, defined as 1
K
∑K
k=1 R¯
cf
k
,
is larger when τu,p, τd,p are in the range 7–20. Importantly,
we note that τu,p plays a slightly more important role than
τd,p. The uplink channel estimates are employed to define
the precoders, leveraging the channel reciprocity. Hence, the
channel estimation error and the uplink pilot contamination
also propagate in the downlink, affecting the downlink channel
estimates and the downlink pilot contamination. In fact, κk
depends on γmk which in turn depends on the correlation
between uplink pilots.
Once the optimal pilot lengths are selected, the CPU needs
to properly assign the uplink and downlink pilot sequences to
(a) Per-user average downlink rate against training duration.
(b) Per-user average downlink net rate against training duration.
Fig. 2. The achievable downlink rate is affected equally by the quality of the
uplink and downlink channel estimation, which is proportional to the length
of the pilot sequences. However, pilot overhead reduces the net rate. Here,
M = 200, K = 40.
the UEs. Fig. 3 compares the cumulative distribution functions
(cdfs) of the downlink (gross) minimum rate obtained from
the pilot assignment methods described in Section IV. The
performance of both the MMF-PC, described in Algorithm 1,
and the CD-FPT are evaluated.
Obviously, the baseline pilot assignment does not mitigate
the interference from pilot contamination. With CD-FPT, the
greedy approach can provide up to 30% gain, while the
advanced greedy method approaches the upper bound, namely
the orthogonal pilot assignment method (each UE has an
orthogonal unique pilot sequence). In such a scenario, it is
more likely that a poor rate is due to path-loss attenuation
rather than pilot contamination. Even assigning the optimal
pilot sequence pair that minimizes the pilot contamination
might not be sufficient to significantly increase the lowest
rate in the network. With MMF-PC, the gap between the
greedy methods and the baseline approach reduces. MMF-
PC inherently helps to alleviate the pilot contamination by
setting different power levels for data and pilot transmission
in the downlink to maximize the minimum rate. Hence, the
greedy pilot assignment has less impact on the performance.
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Fig. 3. Per-user downlink minimum rate, with MMF-PC and CD-FPT, for
different pilot assignment methods. Here, NI = 5, M = 100, K = 20, and
τu,p=τd,p=10. For the orthogonal pilot assignment method τu,p=τd,p=20.
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Fig. 4. Per-user average downlink minimum rate, after MMF-PC, against
number of SCA iterations. {ηsCSI
mk
}, {ηSCA
mk
} are the power control coefficients
output of the optimization problem defined in [3] and in Algorithm 1,
respectively. Algorithm 1 converges very quickly, providing much higher
minimum rate. Here, M = 100, K = 20, and τu,p = τd,p = 10.
The advanced greedy pilot assignment can still provide up to
4% improvement of the minimum rate, as it aims to directly
maximizes the lowest rate. The orthogonal pilot assignment
method is, in this case, significantly better but it introduces
additional pilot overhead and performs worse in terms of net
downlink rate (see Fig. 6).
C. Performance of the SCA Algorithm for Max-Min Power
Control
Let {ηsCSI
mk
} be the power control coefficients that are solu-
tion of the optimization problem formulated in [3], and {ηSCA
mk
}
the output of the SCA algorithm, described in Algorithm 1,
which solves problem (40). We insert these two sets of
coefficients into (39) and look at the average minimum rate.
From Fig. 4, we assert two remarkable facts:
• The SCA algorithm converges very quickly to the opti-
mum. Very few SCA iterations are enough to solve the
MMF-PC optimization problem and guarantee uniform
service throughout the network. The power control coef-
ficients at the mth AP, in the SCA iteration 0 are set as
ηSCA
mk
=
(∑K
k′=1 γmk′
)−1
∀k.
• The average downlink minimum rate obtained by using
{ηSCA
mk
} is significantly larger than the rate achieved by
using the power control coefficients {ηsCSI
mk
}. This is due
to the presence of the downlink training contribution κk
in the optimization problem (39). Conversely, {ηsCSI
mk
} are
obtained by setting κk = 0 ∀k, and solving problem (39)
in one iteration [3].
D. Downlink Training Gain
In this section, we evaluate the achievable downlink rates
presented in Section III. We also compare the approximate
achievable downlink rate proposed in (31) with an alternative
capacity lower bound that assumes no instantaneous CSI at
the UE [17, Lemma 3]. This bound is
Rlbk = E
{
log2
(
1 +
ρd |akk |2
ρd
∑K
k′,k |akk′ |2 + 1
)}
− 1
τd,d
K∑
k′=1
log2
(
1 + τd,dρd Var {akk′}
)
, (48)
which is essentially the achievable downlink rate for the case
of perfect CSI knowledge at the UE (first term) decreased by
a term that accounts for the lack of instantaneous CSI. The
latter decreases as the coherence interval length τd,d grows.
This bound can be significantly tighter than (35) especially
when τd,d ≫ K and there is lack of hardening [17]. We next
evaluate the achievable downlink net rates at an operational
point where Rlb
k
is meaningful, that is, τd,d is large. We took
ξDL = 1, τc = 500 and M ≥ 100. To ensure a fair comparison,
we set the power control coefficients for all the cases as
ηmk =
(∑K
k′=1 γmk′
)−1
∀m, ∀k (CD-FPT).
Looking at Fig. 5, we immediately notice the large gain
introduced by the downlink beamforming training, in terms of
both median and 95%-likely net rates. For the UE, decoding
data relying on the statistical CSI is not efficient due the lack
of channel hardening. In such a scenario, even quadrupling the
number of antennas does not help much to reduce this gap.
Interestingly, we observe that the gap between the proposed
approximate achievable rate Rcf
k
and its upper bound Rub
k
is
negligible. Hence, the optimal power control coefficients that
are the output of the optimization problem (40), based on Rub
k
,
are good sub-optima for Rcf
k
. The achievable rate obtained
by the using-and-forget capacity-bounding technique is, as
expected, a pessimistic lower bound when the channel does not
significantly harden. However, we can appreciate how the gap
between Rcf
k
and RUnF
k
reduces as M grows large. The actual
downlink achievable rate for cell-free Massive MIMO with
downlink beamforming training, defined in (25), as well as the
approximate rate in (28) lie certainly between Rcf
k
and RUnF
k
,
and they converge as M increases. The achievable downlink
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Fig. 5. Downlink net rate against number of APs, for different TDD operations
and capacity-bounding techniques. Downlink training introduces relevant gain
in terms of median and 95%-likely net rates. Here, K = 20, τc = 500, and
τu,p = τd,p = 10.
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Fig. 6. Per-user downlink net rate, after MMF-PC, for different training
duration. Algorithm 2 is performed, to satisfy (16), for the case with
τd,p = τu,p = 10, while pilots are assigned at random for all the other
cases. Here, M = 200 and K = 20.
rate Rlb
k
implies the use of non-coherent detection methods at
the UE. We note that Rlb
k
almost overlaps RUnF
k
, suggesting
that downlink training via pilots and non-coherent detection
methods can provide comparable rates.
E. Downlink Training Gain under Max-Min Power Control
We now study the benefits introduced by the downlink
beamforming training, evaluating the achievable rates Rcf
k
,
RsCSI
k
at their respective (sub)optimal operation points, by
including MMF-PC optimization. We also set ξDL = 0.5,
τc = 200 to support uplink transmission and high-speed UEs,
respectively. Recall that the combination of short coherence
interval, conjugate beamforming and heavy multiuser interfer-
ence might lead Rlb
k
to take on negative values [17] thus the
numerical evaluation of Rlb
k
is omitted.
Fig. 6 shows that downlink beamforming training with
MMF-PC can provide performance improvement up to 50%
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Fig. 7. Per-user downlink net rate with MMF-PC in presence of correlated
shadowing. Algorithm 2 is performed only for the case with τd,p=τu,p=10,
while uplink pilots are assigned at random for the other case. Here, M = 200,
K = 20.
over the statistical CSI case. Therefore, despite the large
number of APs and the relative short length of the coherence
interval, the downlink training gain is large, justifying the
additional pilot overhead and pilot contamination effect5.
In this scenario, pilot overhead has relevant impact on the
net rate, and its importance is certainly proportional to the
length of the coherence interval. For instance, we observe
that, among the different configurations of training duration
analyzed, τd,p = τu,p = K/2 provides the best performance,
while τd,p = τu,p = K is the worst case. This also suggests that
the pilot overhead is dominant over the pilot contamination
effect. Moreover, looking at the performance of the cases
τd,p = K, τu,p = K/2, and τd,p = K/2, τu,p = K , we clearly
deduct that the uplink pilot contamination degrades more
the performance than the downlink pilot contamination. The
uplink pilot contamination reduces the quality of the channel
estimates acquired at the AP, and consequently the accuracy of
the beamforming (in such a reciprocity-based system). Hence,
the downlink pilot and data transmission are affected by the
uplink pilot contamination effect which, at the UE side, sums
up to the downlink pilot contamination effect.
In Fig. 7 we analyze the system performance as in Fig. 6
but introducing correlated shadowing in the large-scale fading
model. The shadowing correlation model is implemented as
in [3]. We choose the decorrelation distance ddecorr = 0.1
km which corresponds to a scenario with medium stationarity,
and δ = 0.5 to give equal weight to the correlated shadowing
at the AP and UE vicinity. The correlated shadowing drasti-
cally reduces the achievable downlink rate. Moreover, without
downlink training, we notice that it is more difficult to provide
uniform good service, despite the MMF-PC. Importantly,
with downlink training, we can still guarantee good rates
throughout the network (above 1 bit/s/Hz/user), and increase
the performance preserving the same gain (around 50%) at the
5This significant result was not clear in [1], since the study was limited
to mutually orthogonal pilots, and the MMF-PC was not optimized on the
achievable downlink rate expression that includes the downlink training.
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Fig. 8. Per-user downlink net rate, after MMF-PC, for cell-free Massive
MIMO and user-centric transmission with and without downlink training.
Algorithm 2 is performed only for the case with τd,p = τu,p = 10, while
uplink pilots are assigned at random for the other case. Here, M = 200,
K = 20, and α = 0.95.
95%-likely achievable rate, as for the uncorrelated shadowing
case study.
F. Downlink Training Gain in User-centric Massive MIMO
Networks
In the canonical cell-free Massive MIMO concept, all
the APs, geographically distributed over a very wide area,
coherently serve all the UEs. However, because of the path
loss attenuation, only few APs actually contribute in the
transmission to a given UE. User-centric networks can be
seen as a special case of cell-free Massive MIMO, where a
power control policy is applied such that for every UE k,
only a small number of APs participate in the service of that
UE. That is, for each k, ηmk is nonzero only for a small
number of APs m. The formation of the user-specific cluster
can follow diverse criteria. In [27], two AP selection methods
are proposed: (i) received-power-based selection, which selects
the minimum number of APs that contribute at least α% of
the total received power at the kth UE; (ii) largest-large-scale-
fading-based selection, which selects the APs with the best
channel quality towards UE k as follows
|Ak |∑
m=1
β¯mk∑M
n=1 βnk
≥ α%, (49)
where |Ak | is the cardinality of the user-k-specific cluster, and
{ β¯1k, . . . , β¯Mk} is the set of the large-scale fading coefficients
sorted in descending order.
The performance of user-centric network against cell-free
Massive MIMO has been recently investigated in [28]. Here,
we compare the gain introduced by the downlink training
in these two different setups, everything else being equal.
Fig. 8 shows the cdfs of the downlink net rate, for user-
centric transmission and cell-free Massive MIMO, both with
and without downlink training. In this simulation we used
the largest-large-scale-fading-based AP selection method with
α = 0.95, M = 200, and K = 20. In such a scenario, about
25 APs on average participate in the transmission to a given
UE. Due to the small number of serving APs, the channel
hardening degree becomes smaller and, as a consequence, the
benefits of including downlink pilots is larger. From Fig. 8,
we can see that downlink training can provide an additional
10% gain in user-centric network compared to the canonical
cell-free Massive MIMO.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this work, we demonstrated that letting the UEs esti-
mate the downlink channel via downlink pilots can improve
considerably the achievable downlink rate in cell-free Massive
MIMO. We also proposed a greedy pilot assignment method
and devised an approximate max-min fairness power control
policy that maximizes the smallest of all the UE rates and
ensures uniform quality of service throughout the network. The
performance evaluation was based on a closed-form expression
for an approximate achievable downlink rate that we derived
assuming single-antenna APs, conjugate beamforming and
independent Rayleigh fading, and which takes into account
channel estimation errors and pilot contamination both at the
AP and UE. The proposed achievable rate expression for
cell-free Massive MIMO with downlink beamforming training
was also compared with expressions obtained from different
capacity-bounding techniques. From this study, it turned out
that the benefits introduced by the downlink beamforming
training are significant, well justifying the additional pilot
overhead and interference from pilot contamination. This holds
even for large numbers of APs, when the channel hardening
degree is larger, and for relatively short coherence intervals.
Especially, downlink training is more beneficial when user-
centric transmission is used because of the lesser degree of
channel hardening in that case. Potentially, blind channel
estimation could be used instead of pilot-based estimation, as
in [14] for co-located Massive MIMO, but further studies are
needed in this direction.
APPENDIX
A. Proof of Proposition 1
To derive the closed-form expression for the downlink
channel estimate in (19) we compute
E {akk′} = √τu,pρu,p
∑M
m=1
√
ηmk′cmk′
× E
{
|gmk |2ϕHkϕk′ + gmk
(∑K
i,k
gmiϕ
H
k′ϕi
)∗}
= ϕHkϕk′
M∑
m=1
√
ηmk′γmk′
βmk
βmk′
, (50)
where we used (3)–(6), and the fact that gmk and gmi are
uncorrelated, for k , i, and zero-mean RVs. Note that if k ′ = k
then we directly obtain (20). We get (23) by inserting (50) into
E
{
yˇdp,k
}
=
√
τd,pρd,p
∑K
k′=1ψ
H
k
ψk′E {akk′}, and by impos-
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ing (15). Now, we focus on Cov
{
yˇdp,k, yˇdp,k
}
= Var
{
yˇdp,k
}
.
We compute
E
{| yˇdp,k |2} = τd,pρd,pE{  M∑
m=1
K∑
k′=1
ψHk ψk′
√
ηmk′cmk′gmk
×
(
√
τu,pρu,p
K∑
i=1
gmiϕ
H
k′ϕi
)∗
2 }
+ τd,pρd,pE

 M∑
m=1
K∑
k′=1
ψHk ψk′
√
ηmk′gmkcmk′w˜
∗
mk′
2 + 1
= τd,pρd,p
M∑
m=1
K∑
k′=1
ηmk′c
2
mk′βmk |ψHk ψk′ |2
+ τd,pρd,pτu,pρu,p(T1 + T2) + 1, (51)
where the first equality comes from the fact that w˜∗
mk′ is
independent of gmi , ∀i, k
′ and in the second equality we use
the following: E
{ |X + Y |2} = E { |X |2} + E { |Y |2} if X and
Y are two independent RVs and E {X} = 0. Moreover, we
defined
T1 , E

 M∑
m=1
|gmk |2
K∑
k′=1
√
ηmk′cmk′ψ
H
kψk′ϕ
H
kϕk′
2 , (52)
T2 , E

 M∑
m=1
K∑
k′=1
gmk
√
ηmk′cmk′ψ
H
kψk′
(
K∑
i,k
gmiϕ
H
k′ϕi
)∗
2 .
(53)
For the sake of brevity, let us define
bmk ,
∑K
k′=1
√
ηmk′cmk′ψ
H
k ψk′ϕ
H
kϕk′ .
Then
T1 =
∑M
m=1
E
{|gmk |4} |bmk |2
+
∑M
m=1
∑M
n,m
E
{ |gmk |2} E { |gnk |2} bmkb∗nk
= 2
∑M
m=1
β2mk |bmk |2 +
∑M
m=1
∑M
n,m
βmk βnkbmkb
∗
nk
=
∑M
m=1
β2mk |bmk |2 +
∑M
m=1
βmkbmk
2 . (54)
Following the same methodology, the final expression of T2 is
given by
T2 =
M∑
m=1
K∑
k′=1
K∑
i,k
ηmk′c
2
mk′βmk βmi |ψHk ψk′ |2 |ϕHi ϕk′ |2. (55)
Substitution of (54) and (55) into (51) yields
E
{| yˇdp,k |2} = 1 +τd,pρd,p M∑
m=1
K∑
k′=1
ηmk′γmk′βmk |ψHk ψk′ |2
+ τd,pρd,p
M∑
m=1
K∑
k′=1
K∑
i,k′
√
ηmk′
√
ηmiγmk′γmi
β2
mk
βmk′βmi
×ψHk ψk′ψHi ψkϕHkϕk′ϕHi ϕk
+τd,pρd,p
 M∑
m=1
K∑
k′=1
√
ηmk′γmk′
βmk
βmk′
ψHk ψk′ϕ
H
kϕk′
2. (56)
By inserting (56) and (23) into
Var
{
yˇdp,k
}
= E
{yˇdp,k 2} − E { yˇdp,k}2 ,
and by imposing (15), we get (22). Lastly, we compute
Cov
{
akk, yˇdp,k
}
= E
{
akk yˇ
∗
dp,k
}
− E {akk}E
{
yˇdp,k
}∗
.
Focusing on the term
E
{
akk yˇ
∗
dp,k
}
=
√
τd,pρd,p
∑K
k′=1
ψHk′ψkE
{
akka
∗
kk′
}
,
we compute
E
{
akka
∗
kk′
}
=
M∑
m=1
√
ηmkηmk′E
{ |gmk |2gˆ∗mk gˆ∗mk′}
+
M∑
m=1
M∑
n,m
√
ηmkηnk′E
{
gmkg
∗
nk gˆ
∗
mk gˆnk
′
}
(a)
=
M∑
m=1
√
ηmkηmk′
γmkγmk′
βmk′
(
βmkϕ
H
k′ϕk +
K∑
i=1
βmiϕ
H
i ϕkϕ
H
k′ϕi
+
ϕH
k′ϕk
τu,pρu,p
)
+ ϕHk′ϕk
M∑
m=1
M∑
n,m
√
ηmkηnk′γmkγnk′
βnk
βnk′
=
M∑
m=1
√
ηmkηmk′
γmkγmk′
βmk′
(
K∑
i=1
βmiϕ
H
i ϕkϕ
H
k′ϕi +
ϕH
k′ϕk
τu,pρu,p
)
+ϕHk′ϕk
M∑
m=1
M∑
n=1
√
ηmkηnk′γmkγnk′
βnk
βnk′
, (57)
where (a) follows from the fact that
E
{ |gmk |2gˆ∗mk gˆmk′} = γmkγmk′βmk′ (βmkϕHk′ϕk
+
K∑
i=1
βmiϕ
H
i ϕkϕ
H
k′ϕi +
ϕH
k′ϕk
τu,pρu,p
)
(58)
E
{
gmkg
∗
nk gˆ
∗
mk gˆnk
′
}
= ϕHk′ϕkγmkγnk′
βnk
βnk′
, ∀n, n , m. (59)
By substituting (57), (20) and (23) in
Cov
{
akk, yˇdp,k
}
= E
{
akk yˇ
∗
dp,k
}
− E {akk}E
{
yˇdp,k
}∗
,
and by imposing (15), we obtain (21).
B. Proof of Proposition 2
To derive the closed-form expression of achievable down-
link rate in (31), we firstly compute
E
{ |aˆkk |2} = |E {akk} |2 + |Cov {akk, yˇdp,k} |2|Cov { yˇdp,k, yˇdp,k} |2 Var { yˇdp,k}
=
(
M∑
m=1
√
ηmkγmk
)2
+ κk, (60)
where in the last equality we use (20)–(22), and (32). The
mean-square of the channel estimation error is given by
E
{
|a˜kk |2
}
= E
{
|akk − aˆkk |2
}
= ςkk − κk .
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Lastly, we compute E
{ |akk′ |2}.
E
{|akk′ |2} = M∑
m=1
ηmk′ E
{|gmk gˆ∗mk′ |2}
+
M∑
m=1
M∑
n,m
√
ηmk′ηnk′ E
{
gmkg
∗
nk gˆ
∗
mk′ gˆnk′
}
(b)
=
M∑
m=1
ηmk′γ
2
mk′
βmk
β2
mk′
(
βmk |ϕHk′ϕk |2 +
K∑
i=1
βmi |ϕHk′ϕi |2
+
1
τu,pρu,p
)
+ |ϕHk′ϕk |2
M∑
m=1
M∑
n,m
√
ηmk′ηnk′γmk′γnk′
βmk βnk
βmk′βnk′
=
M∑
m=1
ηmk′γ
2
mk′
βmk
β2
mk′
(
βmk|ϕHk′ϕk |2+
βmk′√
τu,pρu,pcmk′
)
+
M∑
m=1
M∑
n,m
√
ηmk′ηnk′γmk′γnk′
βmk βnk
βmk′ βnk′
|ϕHk′ϕk |2
= |ϕHk′ϕk |2
(
M∑
m=1
√
ηmk′γmk′
βmk
βmk′
)2
+
M∑
m=1
ηmk′βmkγmk′,
(61)
where (b) follows from
E
{ |gmk gˆ∗mk′ |2} = γ2mk′ βmk
β2
mk′
(
βmk |ϕHk′ϕk |2
+
K∑
i=1
βmi |ϕHk′ϕi |2 +
1
τu,pρu,p
)
, (62)
E
{
gmkg
∗
nk gˆ
∗
mk′ gˆnk′
}
= |ϕHk′ϕk |2γmk′γnk′
βmk βnk
βmk′βnk′
, ∀n, n , m.
(63)
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